Havoc in Heaven
Introduction
Welcome to Havoc in Heaven. It is the eastern world full of Gods, Immortals, Monsters and
Demons, from the famous novel the Journey to the West.
The eastern mortal world is governed by a Celestial Government leaded by the Jade Emperor, and
they are in control of every aspects of lives of mortal worl. Monsters often hide in the mortal world
with human, or gather in occupied mountains or caves. Monsters are not necessarily evil, they are
labelled monsters by the gods simply because they don’t answer to the celestial government. Buddhas lies in the west and they are less involved with humans. 
At a time, a powerful monster monkey called Sun Wukong was born out of a spiritual stone. He
became the king of Flower Fruit Mountain, and was named Monkey King. He launched a war
between gods and monsters, and almost destroyed the whole celestial regime, but ultimately he was
mercilessly defeated by the Gautama Buddha who was asked by the Jade Emperor to save the day.
Now the players are recreating the epic war, and redeciding the result of it.

Game Overview
Havoc in Heaven is a card game for two players set in the eastern fatasy world from the novel the
Journey to the West. One player assumes the role of the Celestial Goverment, gods that rule the
whole mortal world, while the other player controls powerful Monsters that rebel against the overreaching authority of the gods.
In Havoc in Heaven, players control three different heroes. They alternately take turns to choose
the heroes, then begin the game. During each players’ turn, they have Action Points to spend. They
can spend their action points to purchase cards, draw more cards, perform attacks or skills.
The Concept of Deck Building is very important in the game of Havoc in Heaven. Deck, which are
called Armory, is composite of Skill Cards which comes from the heroes chosen, and Item Cards
which can be bought throughout the game by using Gold. Each turn player draws cards from their
armory, and had to abaddon all their hand to discard pile called Storage until he draws new hand
next turn. Once the armory is depleted, the storage has to be reshuffled and forms into the new
armory.
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Object of the Game
The objective of both players is to destroy the opponent’s base. In order to do that each player has to
destroy three towers aligned outside of the base while fighting with his opponents’ heroes.
Notably, if the player that started first (player A) destroyed his opponent’s(player B) base, player
B has one last turn left, and if he was able to destroy player A’s base in that turn, player B wins the
game.

Components Overview
Havoc in Heaven game includes different cards, tokens to play, including hero cards, skill cards,
item cards, building cards, damage token, gold token and stun token.

Setup
To prepare a game of Havoc in Heaven, carefully follow the steps below:
1. Choose Sides: The players decide who will player as the Celestial Government and who will play
as the Monsters. Then each player put their building cards in front of them in this order: Building with highest maximum HP should be put closest to the player, then put the building with
second highest maximum HP above the first building, etc.
2. Choose Heroes: The players alternatively pick heroes from the heroes list in the order of 1-2-22-1. Player doesn’t need to choose heroes base on the faction he is using.
3. Assemble Armory: Based on the heroes picked, put their first skills into the armory, as they
are unlocked at level 1. Then put five Pity of Jade Emporer into the armory. (Note: Pity of Jade
Emporer is an item card that grants one gold.)
4. Create Token Bank: Gather all the tokens into piles. Keep the piles in the middle, within reach
of both players.
5. Create Card Shop: Put all the item cards in the middle of the players to form the shop.
6. Collect Innitial Gold: Each player get 2 gold from the bank.
7. Draw Starting Hand: Each player draws five cards from the top of his armory to form his
starting hand.
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Play Areas
Lane
The main battle area is called
the Lane. It is basically a line
with 9 rows. Each of both
players’ building card take
up one row, another row lies
between players’ first building
card.

Building Cards

Card Shop

Each hero card have to be
placed in one of these rows in
Token Bank the Lane. Player can put all
his heroes in the same row, or
seperate them completely, but
he cannot place his hero to a
row with his opponent’s hero
has already been placed to.

Lane

Armory Storage

Gold Tokens

Action Point
Tokens

The placement of heroes is
important because they have
different attack range. A hero
with 1 range can attack units
that are on neighbouring
rows. A hero with 2 range can
attack units within one row
further, etc.

Tokens
There are five types of token: Damage Token, Gold Token, Exp & Level Token and Action Token.
• Damage Token: Put damage token on hero cards or building cards when they are damaged. The
hero is considered dead and the building is considered destroyed when the number of damage
tokens on a card exceeds its HP.
• Gold Token: Indicates how many gold a player has.
• Exp & Level Token: Put Exp token on hero cards when they obtain Exp. Exchange ten Exp
tokens for one level token. Level tokens on a hero card indicates the level of the hero.
• Action Token: Indicates how many Action Points a player has left.
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Cards
There are four types of cards: Hero Card, Skill Card, Item Card and Building Card.

Hero Card

Hero Cards represent the heroes players are using. A
hero can level up to level 5.
• Name: The name of the hero.
• Type: The type and faction of the card.
• HP: Maximum health of the hero. “+3L” means +3 per
level token on the hero.
• Attack: Attack power.
• Armor: Received damage is lowered by armor.
• Range: Range of the hero.
• Skills: Each hero has three skills. Skill 1 unlocks at level
1, which means players can put them in the armory at
the beginning of the game. Skill 2 unlocks at level 3,
skill 3 at level 5. When reached the required level, put
the corresponding skill cards into the armory.
• Lore: A short description of the hero.

Item Cards
Item Cards needs to be equipped on hero cards to take
effect. Each hero can equip up to three item cards each
turn. They can be equipped during the Action Phase,
and must be discarded to Storage during the Disarm
Phase in the next turn.
• Name: The name of the item.
• Price: The amount of gold need to purchase the card.
• Description: The effect of equipping the card.
• Recipe: Some higher rank items require lower rank
items as well as gold to purchase. Once the higher
rank items are bought, the lower rank items are returned to the shop.
• Lore: A short description of the item.
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Skill Card
Skill Cards are special actions that needs action points
to perform. Skills are unlocked when the hero reaches
certain level. Once unlocked, place them face-up into
Storage. Locked skill cards are not active, but should be
put within the play area.
• Name: The name of the skill.
• Hero: Indicates the owner of the skill.
• AP: Action Points required to use the skill.
• Range: Range of the skill. “Self ” means the skill is used
to the hero himself.
• Description: The effect of the skill.
• Lore: A short description of the skill.

Summon Skill Cards
Summon Skill Cards are special type of skill cards that summon companions fighting for players.
Summoned companions can not equip item cards.
• Name: The name of the companion.
• Hero: Indicates the owner of the companion.
• AP: Action Points required to summon the
companion.
• Range: “Summoned” indicates that the skill is a
summon skill.
• HP: Maximum health of the companion.
• Attack: Attack power of the companion.
• Armor: Armor of the companion.
• RoC(Range of Companion): Attack range of the
companion.
• Description: The effect of the companion.
• Lore: A short description of the companion.
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Building Card
Building Cards: Each player has 4 building cards.At a
time only the outmost building is vulnerable to attacks,
and when a building is destroyed, it won’t respawn, rather
it will make the next building vulnerable to attacks.
• Name: The name of the building.
• Type: The type and faction of the card.
• HP: Maximum health of the building.
• Attack: Attack power of the building.
• Armor: Armor of the building.
• Range: Attack range of the building.
• Lore: A short description of the building.d

Playing the Game
Randomly determine the starting player. Then the players alternately take turns under the same
rules.

Phase Overview
Each turn has three phases in the order shown:
1. Disarm Phase - the player must unequip all his heroes, and discard the item cards into the Storage.
2. Action Phase - the player may perform actions as long as he has enough Action Points. There
are different actions that a player can perform during this phase. By default a player can spend
up to 8 Action Points in one turn.
3. Clean-up Phase - the player must discard both played and unplayed cards to Storage, and draw
five new cards from his Armory to his hand. However, item cards that are equipped to hero
cards stays, still taking effects during the opponent’s turn.
After a player completes all three phases, his turn ends.

Disarm Phase
In the Disarm Phase, the player simply take all the item cards equipped and places them face-up to
his Storage.
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Action Phase
In the Action Phase, the player may take a series of actions when he has enough Action Points
to perform them. By default each player has 8 Action Points each turn, but he may acquire more
during the action phase through different ways. Players can take different types of actions during
the turn that can be catagorized as following:
• Equip Item Card: To equip an item card, the player should take the item card from his hand and
lays it face-up on the hero card that he wants to equip. Some item cards contain passive effects,
they take effect as long as the item card is equipped. Some other item cards contain one-time effects, follow the instructions on the card about when it should take effect. Note that the one-time
effects could not be performed when a hero is Inactive.
• Use Skill Cards: To use a skill card, the player should take the skill card from his hand and lays
it face-up in his play area. He announces which card he is playing, which hero is performing the
skill and follows the instructions written on that card. The required Action Points to play the
card is indicated on the card. Some skill cards deal Magical Damage, which ignores armor.
• Draw Cards: The player can spend 1 Action Point draw another card from his Armory.
• Hero Placement: The player can move his heroes along the Lane. He can move each hero by
1 grid without using Action Points, after that if he wants to move heroes again he has to use 1
Action Point per move.
• Purchase Cards: The player can gain one card from the shop by paying its cost. After the card is
bought, he takes the card from the shop and places it face-up on his Storage. The player can purchase 1 card without using Action Points, after that if he wants to purchase more cards he hase to
pay 1 Action Point per card purchase.
• Attack: The player can specify heroes or companions to perform attacks at targets. Attacks are
different from using skill cards, as they do not require cards to perform.
• Damage: Physical Damage dealt equals the attack power of the attacker minus the armor of
theattacked unit.
• Action Points Cost: It costs 2 Action Points to launch an attack on his opponent’s heroes, and
3 Action Points for the buildings. Companions don’t need Action Points to perform attacks.
The player can attack his own heroes or buildings, the cost are the same.
• Activeness: After a hero performed an attack, it is considered Inactive, which means the player
cannot equip, move or use skill with this hero in that turn anymore, but the passive effects of
the equipped item cards are still valid. Same goes with companions.
• Range: Heroes and companions can only attack units within range. Range are shown on the
card. For example, when range is 1, the attack can land on units that are on the neighbouring
row. When range is global, the attack can land on any units in the game.
As long as the player has enough Action Points and at least one Active hero, he can take as much
actions as he desires, and the order of the actions (other than Attack) are not restricted, but he has
to finish one action in order to take the next one. A hero turns Inactive after he attacks, making it
unable to interact actively in that turn (He can still be attacked by another hero).
Action Phase ends when the player cannot or chooses not to perform more actions, or all his
heroes and companion haveattacked.
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Clean-up Phase
In the Clean-up Phase, the player take all the card remaining in his hand and used skill cards and
place them into Storage, leaving the equipped item cards on the heroes. Although the palyer need
not show the cards remaining in his hand to his opponent, since he places the cards in the Storage
face-up, his opponent will always be able to see the top-most card of his Storage.
Then, the player draws a new hand of 5 cards from his Armory. If there are not enough cards in his
Armory, he draws as many as he can, shuffles his Storage to form a new face-down Armory, and
then draws the rest of his new hand.
Once the player has drawn a new hand of 5 cards, the other player starts his turn.

Deaths, Kills & Rewards
When the number of damage token on an unit exceeds its maximum HP, the unit is considered
died or destroyed. Player is rewarded with Exp tokens and gold token once he kills an opponent’s
unit. Exp tokens can be placed on any hero as the player wishes, and the gold tokens go into the
gold pool. Depending on the type of the unit, the result are different.
Hero: When hero dies, some item cards may take effect. After that if he is still dead, remove all the
item cards and place them face-up in the Storage, take the hero card away from the game for certain turns before he revived and be placed in the bottom row. The turns required to revive the hero
is based on the level of the hero. Heroes of level 1 and 2 needs 1 turn to revive, and heroes of level
3, 4 & 5 needs 2 turn to revive. When player kills his opponent’s hero, he is rewarded with Exp and
gold, the amout is the same as the killed hero’s level.
Companion: When companion dies, take the card and place it face-up into the Storage. The
reward of killing a companion is dependent on which skill it is from his summoning hero. For
example, if the campanion is from “skill 2” from his master, his death generates 2 Exp and 2 gold.
Building: When a building is destroyed, remove the card from the game entirely. The reward of
destroying a building is the number of the building doubled. For example, if a player destoyed his
opponent’s third building, his is rewarded 6 Exp and 6 gold.

Game End
The game ends in the turn when one player’s base was destroyed. The player with his base
undestroyed is victorious. However, if the player with destroyed base was not the starting player,
he has one last turn to try to destroy his opponent’s basae. If he succeeds, he wins the game even
though his base was destroyed first.
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